DUNESIDE LOUIE

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Brother to ABA DABA DOO p,4,1:49.1 ($708,809), ($541,037), etc. Dam of 8 winners, including:

- Adiosa Hanover...........................$28,300, 6 wins.
- Anjou Hanover..............................$20,246, 2 wins.
- Anjou Hanover..............................$152,808, 3 wins.
- Adoras Hanover............................$138,124, 3 wins.

Adora Hanover's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including DUNESIDE LOUIE, ANJOU, and 2 other half-brothers to ELUSIVE PREY. DUNESIDE LOUIE is by DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Dam of 16 winners, including:

- Noble Prayer...............................$188,050, 14 wins.
- Anjou Hanover..............................$126,297, 14 wins.
- Adosals Hanover............................$116,666, 14 wins.
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